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“One does not become enlightened by 
imagining figures of light, but by making 

the darkness conscious. The most terrifying 
thing is to accept oneself completely. Your 
visions will become clear only when you 
can look into your own heart. Who looks 

outside, dreams. Who looks inside, awakes”
- Carl Jung



Agenda

Terry Real, MSW, LICSW through

NICABM. Understanding how we manage 

trauma

The Empowerment Dynamic

Dr. Stephen Karpman’s 3 predictable (yet 

unconscious) roles we play 

Dr. Brene Brown’s three primary shame 

responses

David Emeralds’ three empowering 

responses to creating the life we want

How we unintentionally perpetuate an 

unhealthy cycle and keep our clients 

stuck

How we create safety in the therapeutic 

relationship and how our clients 

translate that safety in their everyday 

lives

Shame Responses

The Drama Triangle

Three parts of the trauma psyche

Creating safety

The therapist’s role



Wounded Child
- A young, vulnerable, 

sometimes preverbal child

- Often overwhelmed, yet

longs for connection

- Feels helpless and alone

Adaptive Child
- Often a perfectionist, harsh

and unforgiving

- Sees the world in black and 

white

- An older child

- Cares only about self 

preservation

- Views intimacy as a threat

- Reacts to aggressors and 

identifies with aggressors

Functional Adult
- Mature, thoughtful, nuanced, 

forgiving

- Based in the present

- Understands imperfection and 

ambiguity

- Makes sense of trauma and its

impact on relationships

- Adaptable – unlike the child 

parts, the functional adult can 

learn new skills

Trauma Psyche Responses Terry Real describes the three basic 
aftereffects of traumatized people 



v Level, recurrence, and age of onset determines how “fixed” one 

might be at each stage, or how fast one cycles through each stage

“Feeling your feelings won’t kill you, it’s your attempt to not feel 

them that will”      ~ Colin Ross

Understanding These
Responses

v Strength of functional adult is determined by the amount of 
healing work one has done, or core family was fairly healthy

v It is usually the adaptive child that creates problems in the 
client’s current relationships (and maybe the therapist’s too) 

v To help the client engage the functional adult, focus 
interventions on the adaptive child (the protector)



The Wounded Child

v A young, vulnerable, 

sometimes preverbal 

child

v Often overwhelmed, yet 

longs for connection

v Feels helpless and alone

Description RoleAction

v Karpman’s Victim

v Brene Brown’s Acting-In 

shame response

v Problem.    Anxiety     Reaction

v Acts frozen or runs away

v Doesn’t take responsibility

v Doesn’t believe he/she is capable 

of anything 

v Can’t hold a job or complete school 

work

v Passive-aggressive

v Dependent on others

v Overly sensitive

v Envious of others



The Adaptive
Child

Description

Role

Action

v Aggressive 

v Grandiose

v Manipulative and defensive

v All situations are win/lose

v Fear of being a victim drives 

behavior

v Angry/resentful

v Always in control

v Often a perfectionist, harsh and 

unforgiving

v Sees the world in black and white

v An older child

v Cares only about self preservation

v Views intimacy as a threat

v Reacts to aggressors and identifies 

with aggressors

Action

Role
v Karpman’s Persecutor

v Brene Brown’s Acting-Against 

Shame Response

v Is the spotlight/center of attention

v Does what they want because they 

deserve it

v Actor/In sales/high on the 

corporate ladder 

v Pleaser

v Wants to be seen as good

v Often viewed as the hero

v Offers advice 

v Takes care of everything

v Task oriented

v Karpman’s Rescuer

v Brene Brown’s Acting – toward

shame response

v Helping profession

v Seen as “the fixer”

v Wants to be liked by others

v Often the “teacher’s pet”

v Takes pride in being “the favorite”



The Functional Adult

v Mature, thoughtful, nuanced, 

forgiving

v Based in the present

v Understands imperfection and 

ambiguity

v Makes sense of trauma and its 

impact on relationships

v Adaptable – unlike the child parts, 

the functional adult can learn new 

skills

Description RoleAction
v Coaches/challenges self and 

others

v Takes care of own needs

v Healthy relationships and 

attachments

v Creatively contributes to the

world in a way that suits his/her 

personality and strengths

v Centered 

v Autonomous

v Equally comfortable with giving 

and receiving

v Problem solver

v Goal oriented

v Comfortable with self

v Reactions are based only in the 

present



Karpman’s Drama Triangle
This dynamic exists in the way our clients relate to themselves as well as to the world around them. 

Some clients (and therapists) only know how to relate to self and others through this dynamic. This 

creates many long-term problems and always leads to feeling unsafe.

Victim
Shame: Acts-In
“I Can’t”

Rescuer
Shame: Acts-toward
“Please like me”

Persecutor
Shame: Acts-against
“I’m in control now”

Shame
Fear

Black/White Thinking
”I’m Not Enough”

The World Is Unsafe



Client Name: Sally

Age: 42

Occupation: Stay at home mom

History: sexual abuse as a child, on and off counseling for 10 years, husband 

works long hours and travels for work often

Case Study

Sally comes to counseling at the encouragement of her 
husband because she feels lost and like she doesn’t 
matter to anyone. She feels her children only want her 
around for what they can get from her (food, money and a 
driver), and her husband couldn’t care less if she was 
around or not. He enjoys showing up for some company 
events with her by his side, but she doesn’t feel he gives 
her any attention day to day. She reports feeling lost, 
hopeless, bored, and full of regret for losing herself.



Sally’s Drama Triangle
Victim
Shame: Acts-In
Sally feels stuck, like she can’t move
Her husband and children are taking 
advantage of her.
She doesn’t feel she has choices

Rescuer - Therapist
Shame: Acts-toward
“I can fix this, I know
what it is like to be 
taken advantage of”
I really like her, she
needs a friend

Persecutor
Shame: Acts-against
“Your husband and 
kids don’t 
understand you, but 
I do”

Shame
Fear

Black/White Thinking
”I’m Not Enough”

The World Is Unsafe



Creating Safety in the 
Empowerment

Dynamic

Creator
Curious
Choose which 
problems get your attention
Courageous

Coach
Supports and 
assists
Provides the
roadmap to build 
capacity

Challenger
Inspires others to
take action

Victim

RescuerPersecutor

Functional Adult
Centered

Based in the Present
Adaptable
Curious

Understands Ambiguity
Focused on what you do
want, not what you don’t

The Therapist stays here and 
invites the client here. When the 
client is resistant, the therapist 
manages anxiety and stays here. It 
doesn’t not matter how long it takes 
the client to grow and tolerate being 
in The Empowerment Dynamic, the 
therapist is patient and knows this is 
the only way to true healing and 
freedom for the client.

Anxiety is the

Fastest driver back

For the therapist 

and 

client



“People will do anything, no matter how absurd, to avoid facing 

their own souls”      ~ Carl Jung

Being a Safe Therapist

v A coach holds others to be whole, resourceful and 
creative. They believe the client is naturally creative 
and resourceful.

v A Coach helps others see new possibilities, helps 
them dare to dream. 

v A challenger inspires clients to take action. Calls 
forth the creator’s will to create.

v Challengers spark improvement or development 
of some kind.

v A challenger helps you take apart your experience 
in order to learn from it

v A Coach and Challenger lets you feel all your feelings

v A coach supports, assists, and facilitates a Creator 
in manifesting a desired outcome



Your needs are being met outside the therapeutic relationship

v We don’t use our client’s success or failure to determine our worth as practitioners 

v We never assume a role with clients outside the scope of our intended role

How to be a Safe Practitioner for our Clients

Take care of ourselves so we can be as consistent as possible (manage our own triggers)

v HALTS (hungry, angry, lonely, tired, sick)

Avoid taking offense to unengaged clients or clients who act out

v When you are connected in personal relationships this is easier because you don’t “need” your client relationships to feel good about 

yourself

v Be willing to earn trust, don’t assume or demand it

Consistency, Consistency, Consistency

v When you are predictable in your interactions with clients you are safe and trustworthy. Clients can let their guard down and grow, 

feel, change.



v NICAMB.com (The National Institute for the Clinical Application of Behavioral Medicine)

v Terry Real, MSW, LICSW – The three parts of the psyche. TerryReal.com

v Dr. Brene Brown – “The Gifts of Imperfection”, Understanding the three basic shame responses

v David Emerald – “The Power of TED”, Understanding the Empowerment Dynamic

v Anodes Judith ”Eastern Body, Western Mind”, excellent resource for helping clients who are “stuck”

v JaniceHolland.com/Conference – presentation slides and other PDF resources available

Resources
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